YOUR MIND
YOUR
REALITY
Frustration—Issues—Ruts—
Monkey Mind—Boredom—
Disgruntled
Do any of the above words describe how you feel?
My mind is in turmoil. It goes round and round in a never ending circle. What exactly is bothering me?
I am bored and feel like breaking away and out of my roles and
ruts. What are the underlying and nagging issues?
I am frustrated, bored, irritable and disconnected? Why can I
not identify the cause of all these feelings?

Inspiration
“The answer is in your subconscious.”
“How do you access these hidden thoughts?”
“You need to find what is buried underneath the routine and noise
of your life.”

After
you've
done a
thing
the same way for
two years, look it
over carefully. After
five years, look at it
with suspicion. And
after ten years,
throw it
away and
start all
over.
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The only person I know who behaves sensibly is my tailor; he takes my measurements anew each time he sees me. The rest go on with their old measurements
and expect me to fit them. ~George Bernard Shaw
The Question
Over time, we come to question what control we have
over our lives especially
when we begin to feel stuck
in our
 Relationships
 Job
 Life
and begin to wonder what
we can do about it.
This type of inner questioning and wondering have only
one outcome: we need to
CHANGE— either ourselves
or something in our lives.

How can we move forward?

1. Change
Those who avoid Change—You are in a rut. Envisage change. Imagine other
possibilities. There is a possibility that you might end up valuing new experiences more than the current situation.
Those who lack Motivation to change—Change isn’t difficult. You do not lack
the will or the capacity to change. You stop before you can experience the
results.
Those who welcome change—You love change. You make quick decisions.
You do not regret the things you do. Your challenge in life is to reduce the
number of changes you want to make.
Those who are afraid of change—Change means – if everything goes to plan –
that you might find something nicer than what you have. Unfortunately you
cannot be sure about anything at decision time. This is why you put change
off for another day.
Getting unstuck means discovering what you want and then finding the courage and motivation to pursue it.
In the article below—How people view change—you can find hints and tips
how to motivate yourself and combat your Change Issues.
http://knowyourself.co.za/how-people-view-change/
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Positive consequences of Creativity
2. Your inner artist

Creative processes that
allow you introspection
to roam:

Creativity is a form of expression. It is the bridge between the internal and
external. In order to release your emotions you need to look at them in
concrete form. Creativity of any kind gives it shape and they come alive.
Bottled up emotions create stress and this can only be resolved once you
express how you feel.

Painting pictures

Whether we believe it or not. Everyone of us has an inner artist, a talent for
expression.

Blogging

Writing or journaling for instance, is a slow process and allows us to connect with our inner selves by calming the frantic pace of life. Journaling
your dreams or your thoughts gives you a way to order your thoughts. Doing this—especially in the morning when you are still connected to our subconscious and after a prolonged relaxed period. Writing down complaints
or lists frees your mind to see the bigger picture and focus on the more
important issues. Giving you space to observe and receive new information.
Our hidden feelings become known to us.
Ideas do not arrive as a whole package/process. Writing them down gives
you the opportunity to develop ideas and plans over time.
Experience workshops, markets, places. A woodworking shop where you
lose yourself in the smells, and feel of the different woods and colours. Listening to music for at least 20 minutes. Upholstery shops have textured
material. Food markets. This way you open yourself up to inspiration.

Decorating rooms
Arranging shells in sand

Journaling
Crafts
Photography
Sorting your pictures
Recycling

People throughout time

have undertaken walking journeys as a path
to self discovery.

These visits not only inspire but they also strengthen creative confidence.
Walking. Examples — through the ages—of people walking to self discover—Aborigines go “walkabout”, American Indians went on vision quests,
Christians and Muslims make pilgrimages. Walking assists a shift in brain
activity that helps the creative process. Regular walking as well as planned
and purposeful actions to experience creativity helps is shift gear so that we
allow our subconscious minds to make connection and initiate ideas..

LOGIC
will get you from
A →→B

When we are ready to create, the ideas flow freely.

3. Media Diet

CREATIVITY and

It is necessary to tie up lose ends: 1) set an automatic email response say
when you’ll be back. 2) Cut out TV, internet, newspapers and radio. 3)
Leave your mobile phone in the drawer. 4) It is natural to feel anxious at
first BUT the anxiety will disappear after a few day as you adjust.

IMAGINATION

It is natural to sleep better (your mind is uncluttered) and to remember
your dreams,. You will become more efficient because of your new focus.

Everywhere.

will take you
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☀

4. Awareness

Thoughts are not the
same as facts, they are
simply mental event.

The place our
thoughts most often
wander off to is one of
judgement.
Ca

Happiness is here and

Inside Story Headline

now.

Quiet the mind and
the soul will speak.

The soul usually
knows what to do
to heal itself.
The challenge is to
silence the mind.
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Get back into the moment (even if you do it for only a few seconds a few times during the day) by focusing on your breathing.
Your breathing is automatic, comfortable and unforced. Becoming aware of it intentionally by focusing on the cold air in the
process of inhaling and the hot air as you exhale. It has the ability to alleviate feelings of stress and can even heighten your
mood. Any thoughts whether they are good or bad can be noticed and let go—they are mental events only. You might also
experience sensations, feelings of tension or even pain.
Acknowledge these sensation and intentionally let the go and
staying in the moment.
When on automatic pilot, we are constantly judging people and
events and labelling them as good, bad or neutral. Being aware
and in the moment give us the ability to determine our responses rather than react.

5. Clear your Mind
Definition of Meditation: The action or practice of
meditating. "a life of meditation"
synonyms:
contemplation, thought, thinking, musing, pondering, considera
tion, reflection, prayer, deliberation, study, rumination, cogitati
on, brooding, mulling over, reverie, brown
study, concentration, speculation; rare cerebration.

Not quite clearing your mind. Maybe focusing.
I believe you can clear your mind whenever
you are busy with a mindless activity—like
ironing, washing dishes, folding laundry. It is
a matter of staying in the moment. Becoming

aware, with all 5 your senses, where you are
and what you are doing.
Meditation 

Research different meditation styles and
practice your style regularly



Enjoy your meditation practice. Even if

you feel a meditation was not good, sit
your time out. We learn a lot from bad
meditations.


Meditations can be emotional – but the
honesty of mediations pays off. Be brave.



Take responsibility – persevere – meditation is the practice that allows you to create a powerful and positive mind.

6. Creative Styles
People use or view creativity differently:
1. As a form of expression. For these people creativity is a
bridge between the internal and external worlds. This group
of people need to be able to touch their emotions. Their creativity allows them to transform their feelings concrete form
and thereby expresses how they feel.
2. Is separate from the real world. It is a magical world in which
they like to immerse themselves. In this world anything is
possible and you get the wonderful sensation that there are
no limits.
3. Provides insight into your own being. It is therapy for you,
enabling you to get to know yourself. It is a way into the
mysteries of the subconscious. It is a tool to self expression.
4. Is a means of reaching out to others. They also use it to
shield yourself sometimes and a way to participate in society. It is a bridge between you and others.
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Determination determines your destination
In other words:
A.

You have discovered or realized that your mind is in ADHD mode and you cannot cope
anymore.

B.

You have decided that you have to be pro-active and do something about it. Change your
mind, change your life. Your mind is your reality.

C.

Steps to bring about the change you desire with all your heart.



Embrace Change



Develop Your inner artist



Go on a Media diet



Be in the moment with total Awareness



Clear your mind—in stillness or meditative.
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